
How	could	it	be	mid-October	already?	

Our	school	has	been	a	very	busy	place	the	last	few	weeks.		In	the	next	few	pages	you	will	read	about	the	
details	of	how	our	students	are	knee	deep	in	thier	project	work.		The	workshop	and	the	area	just	
outside	the	exterior	door	are	always	a	buzz	with	students	creating.		There	are	so	many	different	
projects	happening	in	that	space.		It	reminds	me	of	our	time	on	Feather	Drive	when	the	mix	of	project	
work	that	was	happening	at	one	table	was	mindblowing.			

I	get	really	excited	when	I	see	students	sharing	thier	passions	with	each	other	and	teaching	each	other	
what	they	have	learned.		I	saw	this	mutliple	times	this	week.		It	builds	our	culture	and	we	all	grow	from	
these	exeriences.			

I	was	able	to	spend	time	in	workshops	and	advisory	periods	this	week.		Observing	is	one	of	my	favorite	
things	to	do	in	our	space.		I	enjoy	thinking	about	how	information	and	questions	are	being	shared	with	
students	by	the	staff.		I	love	listening	to	students	question,	challenge	and	process	information.		I	am	
proud	when	I	can	be	in	a	learning	space	and	hear	respectful,	kind	and	focused	conversations	occuring	
about	really	interesting		ideas	and	topics.		This	is	the	school	environment	that	is	worth	working	so	hard	
for.		We	will	continue	to	learn,	grow,	work	hard	and	practice	these	skills.	

LaFayette Big Picture TGIF
We are PRESENT, POSITIVE and PASSIONATE!
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TGIF from Lenny 
It’s	been	a	couple	weeks	since	our	last	
communication	and	there	is	quite	a	bit	to	catch	up	on.	
Here	is	a	look.			

Our	school	enjoys	the	option	of	
eating	lunch	outside	when	the	
weather	permits.	We	had	a	
picnic	table	that	students	built	
years	ago	but	it	met	its	demise	
last	winter.	Basically,	we	were	
in	need	of	new	tables	so	
Jessica	and	I	collaborated	to	
make	it	a	101	advisory	project.	
During	parts	of	the	day	on	
Tuesday	and	Thursday,	we	
measured,	cut,	drilled	and	
assembled.	After	much	time	
and	effort	the	result	was	two	
well	made	8	ft	picnic	tables.	
There	were	tons	of	learning	
opportunities	throughout	the	
process.	We	had	to	interpret	
diagrams,	divide	fractions,	
learn	how	to	use	certain	tools	
and	communicate	constantly.	
There	were	varying	levels	of	
interest	and	participation	but	
overall	it	was	a	very	pleasant	
experience.	On	Friday	a	few	of	
the	101s	ate	their	lunch	at	the	
tables	they	built	with	an	
evident	sense	of	pride.		

We	had	a	load	of	wood	delivered	
that	needed	to	be	split	and	stacked.	
It	will	be	used	to	fuel	the	evaporator	
in	the	spring	to	boil	down	sap.	
Lucas	and	Phoenix	stepped	up	as	
leaders	to	get	the	job	done.	Others	
pitched	in	like	Colby,	Elijah,	Jacoby,	
and	Billy	to	give	it	a	try	and	lend	a	
hand.	It	was	hard	work	and	they	did	
a	super	job	splitting	and	stacking.	

Student	individual	projects	were	
moving	along	as	well.	Gabby	made	a	
model	coffee	shop	complete	with	a	
hinged	door.	Ronnie	has	been	
working	on	a	sign	for	Ronnies	Diner.	
And	Elaina	and	Ellianna	created	plans	and	a	cost	
analysis	for	their	skateboard	ramp.	
	 	

In	ER	we	are	exploring	the	science	around	Onondaga	
Lake’s	decline	and	slow	recovery.	Students	are	
researching	speciUic	aspects	of	the	lake	and	will	be	
presenting	their	information	to	their	peers	next	class.	
In	LE	we	completed	our	Making	Connections	lab	and	

began	exploring	pH	and	
building	model	molecules.		
	 	
Another	highlight	from	the	
past	two	weeks	was	the	Apple	
Festival.	The	festival	was	
cancelled	last	year	so	there	
was	more	excitement	than	
normal.	With	the	help	of	
students	(mostly	101s)	we	
cleaned,	weighed	and	
packaged	garlic	that	we	grew.	
We	also	cooked	and	bottled	
garlic	infused	olive	oil.	Thanks	
to	the	generosity	of	the	Apple	
Festival	committee,	we	had	
space	at	the	festival	to	sell	our	
product	to	generate	funding	
for	student	scholarships.		
	 	
There	are	so	many	positive	
things	about	selling	our	
product	at	the	Apple	Festival.	
Students	gain	skills	and	a	
sense	of	pride	engaging	with	
the	public.	Students	working	
the	booth	this	year	included	
Lucas,	Evan,	Olivia,	Charlie,	
Rinnie,	Lucian,	Gabby,	Julien	and	
Cody.	I	also	enjoy	seeing	former	
students	and	their	families	to	
catch	up.	Finally,	it's	a	great	
place	to	network.	I	connected	
with	representatives	from	the	
4H	Club,	Pied	Piper	Maple	
Products,	Hiwire	Honey	and	
more.	We	have	some	great	
collaboration	in	the	works	with	
those	organizations	that	will	
strengthen	our	efforts	to	create	
agricultural	opportunities	for	
our	students.	
	 	
It	has	been	a	productive	couple	
weeks	and	there	are	many	
exciting	things	in	the	works.	Stay	

tuned	and	have	a	wonderful	week.		



TGIF from April 
301s	began	Economics	this	
week	with	the	‘hook’	being	a	
rousing	game	of	Monopoly.	A	
few	of	them	are	taking	the	steps	
leading	to	college	and	took	the	
PSAT.	We	also	are	beginning	our	
health	modules.	We	are	busy,	
and	it	is	evident	we	are	on	the	
path	to	graduation.	Man,	
time	Ulies.		

I	have	three	recent	
highlights	to	share:	

I	enjoyed	watching	Payton	
work	on	her	LTI	project	and	
giving	her	some	ideas	to	
start	a	mood	board	or	
inspiration	journal.	It	was	so	
awesome	to	work	with	her	
and	see	her	creative	juices	
start.	Then	to	observe	her	
later	in	the	week	adding	to	the	inspiration	journal	
was	exciting!		

Another	highlight	was	Julien’s	
continued	effort	in	his	Senior	Thesis	
Project.	He	met	with	Ed	McGraw	on	
Friday.	I	was	able	to	observe	and	be	a	
note	taker	at	the	meeting.	I	listened	
as	Ed	talked	with	Julien	giving	him	
some	really	great	insights.	
Conversation	around	permaculture,	
bioUilia	and	resourcing	your	thinking	
were	unexpected	treasures	as	Ed	is	an	
architect	by	profession.	It	is	always	
fascinating	to	learn	the	different	
facets	of	people.	I	found	out	Ed	and	I	
shared	a	similar	trait	when	we	were	
students-	we	both	liked	to	stare	out	
the	window	lol.	Ed	believes	that	trait	
is	what	brought	him	to	work	in	the	
architectural	Uield	of	school	building	
design.	With	his	passion	for	the	
environment	and	the	way	he	put	
Julien	so	at	ease	in	regards	to	Julien’s	
project	was	both	moving	and	exciting!	
Julien	thought	he	was	gaining	
information	related	to	architecture,	
but	in	reality,	he	gained	so	much	
more!	Thank	you	Ed!	Julien	also	

contacted	Paul	Swimm	and	had	
a	very	successful,	uplifting	
conversation.	Thank	you	Ed	and	
Paul!	

My	last	highlight	is	purely	my	
own.	I	returned	from	an	
internship	site	visit	for	Faith	on	
Thursday	and	as	I	headed	to	the	
building,	Dayton,	who	was	on	

the	basketball	court	
yelled	“Hey	April!	
Watch	this!”	as	he	
shot	a	WAY	
downtown	3	pointer.	
I	walked	over	and	he	
asked	me	if	I	wanted	
to	‘go’.	(Mind	you,	I	
doubt	he	expected	
this	old	lady	to	say	
yes	lol).	Anyone	who	
knows	our	school	
knows	that	on	any	
given	day	-rain	or	

shine-	at	lunch	time	the	basketball	court	is	always	
packed.	But	for	some	reason	on	Thursday,	in	the	
beautiful	sunshine,	it	was	just	Dayts	and	I	engaged	in	

a	game	of	one-v-one	for	the	
entire	30	minute	lunch	period.	
It	felt	so	good	to	have	a	
basketball	in	my	hands	again.	It	
was	even	better	to	have	Dayts	
practice	over	and	over	a	new	
move	I	was	teaching	him.	We	
both	were	hot,	sweaty	and	full	
of	laughs	after	the	fact	and	to	
add	to	a	glorious	half	hour,	
when	we	came	inside	Dayton	
kept	telling	everyone	how	I	
“schooled”	him	on	the	court.	
Hahaha	which	I	didn’t-	in	the	
sense	that	he	meant-	but	it	was	
very	cute	of	him	to	tell	
everyone	how	‘good’	I	am	on	
the	court.		It	was,	however,	
certainly	fun	to	school/teach	
him	a	move	that	he	can	use	to	
‘school’	an	opponent	when	he	is	
on	the	court.	Thank	you	Dayts	
for	engaging	me	in	a	passion	of	
mine	since	I	was	a	child!	After	
all	-	that	is	what	Big	Picture	
School	is	all	about!	



TGIF from Walt 
Even	though	it	was	a	
four	day	week,	it	was	
exhausting.	Much	of	my	
time	this	week	was	
spent	working	in	the	
kitchen	with	students	
this	week.	Jade,	Jace,	
Kat,	Bruce,	Ariyahna,	
Ronnie	and	Austin	all	
have	interests	in	
culinary,	so	I	have	been	
working	on	various	
projects	with	them.	
David	and	I	also	met	
with	staff	from	Sweet	
Home	School	in	order	
to	talk	about	ways	our	
students	can	continue	
our	virtual	school	
exchange.	Last	year	we	
did	a	virtual	book	club,	
but	this	year	we	are	
going	to	expand	and	do	
more	interactive	activities.	They	recently	became	a	
Big	Picture	school,	and	my	advisor	members	will	be	
helping	mentor	Sweet	Home	students	to	help	them	
navigate	the	Big	Picture	style	of	learning.	I	am	
looking	forward	to	this,	and	we	are	hoping	to	begin	
in	two	weeks.				

This	week’s	highlights:	

Bruce	and	Kat	are	interested	in	making	caramel	
apples,	so	this	week	they	experimented	with	making	
homemade	caramel.	It	is	a	tricky	process.	They	made	
three	separate	batches	so	far,	but	haven’t	quite	
gotten	it	down	yet.	Cooking	involves	a	great	deal	of	
experimentation	and	problem	solving,	so	I	am	happy	
to	see	that	they	are	showing	determination	and	not	
giving	up.	Nikki	also	donated	a	bushel	of	apples	to	
their	cause,	and	hopefully	next	week	we	will	see	
some	caramel	apples.		

Jade	and	Ariyahna	have	been	working	on	homemade	
pasta,	and	this	week	they	made	chicken	alfredo	from	
scratch.	We	were	having	issues	with	the	pasta	this	
time,	and	experienced	a	great	deal	of	technical	
difUiculties	with	the	pasta	roller.	However,	the	girls	
persevered	and	ended	up	making	a	delicious	dish.	
Pasta	making	can	be	a	little	tricky,	but	I	am	
impressed	with	how	well	Jade	and	Ariyahna	are	

doing.	Next	week	we	are	hoping	
to	make	lasagna	from	scratch.		

Lucas	has	been	very	busy	
splitting	and	stacking	wood	this	
week,	as	part	of	our	maple	syrup	
project.	The	wood	was	donated	
to	our	school	and	will	be	used	to	
run	the	evaporator	this	winter.	
This	is	a	difUicult	and	labor	
intensive	task,	but	Lucas	dove	
right	in,	and,	with	the	help	of	
Phoenix,	they	were	able	to	get	it	
all	done	this	week.		

Last	year,	Ronnie	started	
Ronnie’s	Diner,	which	provided	
grilled	cheese	sandwiches	for	
students	once	a	week	on	
Thursdays.	This	year	it	is	
expanding	to	include	
quesadillas.	As	part	of	his	STP	
work,	Austin	is	joining	the	diner	
and	expanding	on	the	menu.	
Ronnie	and	Austin	have	been	

working	on	their	recipes,	and	they	should	be	ready	
to	get	up	and	running	very	soon.		



TGIF from Jessica 
	The	last	two	weeks	have	
been	a	colossal	of	wrapping	
up	projects.	Ryan	and	Lucian	
kicked	off	our	who	am	I	
(WAI)	exhibitions	with	
stunning	show	cases.	Ryan	
built	a	waterfall	using	a	Uish	
pump	to	showcase	his	
support	network.	Lucian	
made	two	scrapbooks	to	
show	their	past	and	future	
timelines.	On	the	next	day	
we	had	Lucas,	Maddy,	and	
Jadyn	present	their	work.	
Lucas	used	foam	and	the	
band	saw	to	create	a	dirt	bike	and	mountain	to	show	
the	people	who	have	supported	him	along	the	way.	
Maddy	put	her	skill	to	work	as	she	made	
and	developed	her	support	network	autumn	tree.	
Jadyn's	whole	project	was	beautifully	themed	around	
her	future	career	interest	in	early	childhood	
education.	I	was	impressed	at	how	well	they	all	
presented	their	work	and	spoke	in	front	of	an	
audience	for	the	Uirst	time.	Each	of	the	students	had	
well	developed	products	and	truly	invested	in	
their	work.	They	set	the	bar	high	for	the	rest	of	the	
class	and	years	to	come.		

I	was	happy	to	be	back	at	the	Apple	Fest	this	year.	
Working	with	the	students	and	interacting	with	the	
community	at	the	Apple	Fest	is	always	enjoyable!	We	
had	a	great	turn	out	and	the	students	really	got	into	
selling	the	garlic.	So	much	so	that	we	sold	out	of	our	
oil	early	Sunday	and	nearly	sold	out	
of	our	garlic.	The	101s,	201s,	and	
301s	that	helped	prepare	the	garlic	
and	oil	could	not	be	more	

appreciated,	
their	work	
certainly	paid	off.	
In	a	few	weeks,	the	
101s	will	plant	the	
next	round	of	garlic	
to	prepare	for	next	
year.	

As	we	are	
transitioning	from	
the	WAI	project	
and	wrapping	up	
the	garlic,	we	are	
preparing	to	start	
our	next	short	term	
project	and	

introduce	our	6	core	learning	strands	for	project	
design.	One	way	to	learn	about	them	is	to	
immerse	yourself	in	them	through	an	advisory	
project.	Lenny	instructed	and	guided	the	101s	
through	the	process	of	building	two	picnic	tables	for	
our	school.	Over	the	course	of	two	days	they	were	
able	to	build	the	tables	from	start	to	Uinish.	They	were	
given	project	design	instructions,	shown	how	to	
measure,	cut,	and	organize	their	work	for	ease	on	the	
next	day.	They	learned	how	to	use	spacers,	clamps,	
drills,	and	socket	wrenches.	They	made	pocket	holes	
and	learned	the	importance	of	placement	of	boards	
and	screws	so	the	tables	will	look	good	and	last	long.	
The	101s	showed	grit	and	perseverance,	some	more	
than	others,	over	the	course	of	two	days	as	they	
adhered	to	the	task.	We	had	a	great	time	working	
together	and	learning	from	each	other.		



TGIF from Greg	
The	401s	are	back	at	it,	

plugging	away	at	their	Learning	
Plans	for	their	fast	approaching	
exhibitions.	This	week	was	the	
Shark	Tank	PMU	week.	The	
students	blew	us	away	with	the	
planning	and	maturity	they	
showed	when	taking	charge	of	the	
morning	meetings.	They	played	
games,	had	the	classes	split	into	
Lunch	Bunches	for	reUlective	
conversation,	and	showed	the	
lower	grades	what	it	means	to	be	
seniors.	We	also	had	two	more	STP	
Proposals	this	week:	Evan	is	
looking	to	start	a	welding	program	
at	Big	Picture	teaching	students.	
Josh	would	like	to	show	a	history	
of	LaFayette	landmarks	through	
photography.	He	will	be	looking	to	
showcase	his	photos	by	an	
exhibition	at	the	school,	and	then	
displaying	them	permanently	in	
the	library	or	the	LaFayette	Town	
Hall.	

Cai	has	shown	real	grit	by	
pushing	through	their	OCC	class	
and	completing	their	Gradpoint	in	
record	time,	leaving	them	with	
ample	opportunities	to	
concentrate	on	the	rest	of	their	
health	credits	and	their	exhibition.	
Secorrah	has	been	working	at	two	
internships;	she	has	been	learning	
how	the	in-house	coffee	shop,	(On	
The	Dot),	works,	as	well	as	
continuing	to	work	with	Carol	
DiSalvo	in	photography.	Her	work	
ethic	continues	to	astound	us	as	
she	balances	her	two	OCC	classes,	
her	internships,	and	Big	Picture	
requirements,	(as	well	as	passing	
her	driver's	test	this	week!).	Austin	
has	been	working	hard	at	two	
internships	as	well,	helping	in	the	
cafeteria	at	the	Junior	Senior	high	school,	and	helping	
Ronnie	to	expand	his	grilled	cheese	business.	We	are	
super	excited	Garrett	jumped	right	in	to	Uinishing	up	
his	STP	Proposal.	He	will	be	showcasing	the	Onondaga	
Nation's	history	and	natural	beauty.	He	would	like	to	
ultimately	donate	a	photo	exhibition	to	the	Onondaga	

Nation	School.	Carson	has	been	
working	hard	to	nail	down	speciUics	
for	the	bakery	business	he	is	building	
for	his	Senior	Thesis	Project,	and	has	
been	detailing	his	timeline	in	a	STEP	
application.	
Hayden	and	Claire		have	been	
wrapping	up	their	Uinal	year	in	varsity	
sports.	Claire	has	shown	tremendous	
strengths	as	the	captain	of	the	girls	
varsity	soccer	team	while	pushing	
through	her	classes	and	senior	
requirements.	Hayden	has	been	
FLYING	by	all	of	his	opponents	on	the	
cross	country	course	leaving	everyone	
in	his	dust.	He	is	well	on	his	way	to	
becoming	a	certiUied	welder	through	
BOCES	and	makes	his	Shark	Tank	
classmates	proud	every	day.	Kyler	has	
been	working	hard	in	his	internship	at	
Ambition	Upstate	again	this	year	and	
as	usual	has	shown	off	his	artistic	
abilities	by	designing	the	shirts	for	the	
seniors	this	year	and	beginning	to	
create	the	label	for	the	sugar	shack	at	
Big	Picture.	Next	week	the	401s	are	
continuing	to	move	forward	with	their	
internships,	Learning	Plans	and	
Senior	Thesis	Projects.



TGIF from David 
I	believe	the	AfUinity	groups	we	established	

in	advisory	have	showcased	success.	Our	culinary	
group	has	been	learning	new	skills	everyday.	They	
feed	off	one	another	by	introducing	new	recipe	ideas	
to	one	another	and	practicing	skills	together.	Our	art	
group,	which	is	our	quiet	intense	group,	spend	their	
days	practicing	their	skills.	The	three	of	them,	Stone,	
Billy,	and	Emily	sit	quietly	in	a	row	with	their	eyes	
and	hands	focused	on	their	art	work.	Our	humanities/
sciences	group	has	had	success	with	shadow	days	and	
establishing	internships.	Charlie	and	Evan	are	even	
collaborating	on	a	project	to	produce	a	lesson	plan	for	
the	kindergarten	class	where	Charlie	interns.	Evan	
celebrated	his	Uirst	shadow	day	by	going	to	a	bird	
rescue	at	Page’s	Christmas	Tree	Farm.	Cody	started	
his	internship	with	the	LaFayette	Veterinary	Clinic	on	
Friday.	Our	construction	group	continues	to	use	their	
hands	on	a	daily	basis	by	cutting	wood	and	building	
projects	at	the	school.	Students	view	each	other’s	
work	because	it	is	all	public.	I	believe	this	has	
contributed	to	the	success	of	these	afUinity	groups.	

They	are	sharing	with	one	another	and	talking	about	
what	they	are	doing.		
	 	
Student	projects	continue	to	evolve.	Dayton	saw	his	
project	evolve	in	a	way	that	made	his	goals	much	
more	attainable	and	realistic.	After	doing	the	research	
he	needed	to	conduct,	he	realized	that	he	picked	a	
project	that	is	most	likely	impossible	to	complete	this	
trimester.	This	was	a	very	important	step	for	him	to	
realize.	This	meant	we	were	able	to	scaffold	his	
project	that	would	allow	him	to	build	skills	he	needs	
that	will	not	only	serve	his	project,	but	his	long	term	
life	goals.	I	think	he	also	feels	better	about	
restructuring	his	project	because	it	was	quite	
overwhelming.	Now,	he	can	spend	the	time	
developing	his	skills	instead	of	thinking	about	how	to	
just	get	his	project	done	so	he	doesn’t	miss	his	
deadline.	Deadlines	can	and	should	be	adjusted	on	a	
student	by	student	basis.	In	the	real	world,	we	often	
adjust	our	deadlines.	This	is	just	another	real	world	
learning	experience. 
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